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Abstract

This paper describes how simulation can be a significant way of reducing needed time and costs for railway system
design and validation. With a focus on train’s traction system and its environment, several means of simulation
will be detailed i.e. 3D accurate multiphysics modeling and system real time simulation. Their accuracy will be
demonstrated based on experimental correlations for electrical, thermal, mechanical and system validation tests
done on real traction system. To conclude this paper, a status will be presented on the simulation acceptation in
norms and standards today and how simulation could be standardized. Some difficulties and bottlenecks will be
also discussed.
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1. General introduction
The European railway manufacturing industry is being challenged by a significantly growing market, a high
transport demand and new environmental constraints. The best way to address these challenges and prepare the
future is through innovation to improve product quality and reliability from day one by reducing life-cycle costs
(LCC), combined with a railway system approach. Improved competitiveness and attractiveness of rail services,
combined with increased capacity, will help rail take on this increased share of transport demand, thereby
contributing to the reduction of traffic congestion and CO2 emissions.
In this context, Shift2Rail program [S2R] has been launched as a first European rail initiative to seek focused
research and innovation (R&I) and market-driven solutions by accelerating the integration of new and advanced
technologies and methodologies into innovative rail product solutions.
In this program, the PINTA project [PIN] is focused on the Traction system performance for tramways, metro,
sub-urban, regional and High-speed trains (HST) and address the development [PIN2]:
- of new products based on innovative technologies to increase train performance and capacity
- of new methodologies for noise reduction, increased reliability, smart maintenance and virtual validation.
This paper will describe the PINTA Work Package 5 “Virtual Design and Validation” process and target.
2. Virtual design and validation principles and objectives
Involving European railway manufacturers (Alstom, Bombardier, CAF, Siemens and Talgo) and operators
(Deutsch Banh DB and Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Français SNCF), the objective of this work package
is to contribute to a reduction of Rolling Stock capital costs by developing simulation methodologies. The main
target is to enable a significant reduction in the number of traction component and system physical validation tests
by anticipating them virtually at the beginning of the product design phases.
Thanks to new increased performance hardware and efficient new modelling software, the simulation has become
a powerful tool to predict complex multiphysics and system phenomenon. This paper will describe how simulation
can be used to virtually:
- Select the best power components before any tests campaign
- Reduce the design cycle by verifying the integration of these components into the traction system
- Tune the control/command software earlier thanks to AGILE method
- Validate the complete Traction system with the real control/command electronic hardware
To achieve these steps, different simulation tools and methodologies must be used.
The chapter 4 will describe modelling techniques for Multiphysics simulation based on 3D Finite Element Method
(FEM).
The chapter 5 will describe the system simulation with Software In the Loop methodology (SIL) for control
function tuning and the use of real-time simulator based on real control electronic as Hardware In the Loop (HIL).
Yet, the new calculation capabilities of these simulation approaches and the new workstations and simulators
hardware allowing complex computations are not enough to officially reduce the tests to be done during validation
campaigns. Indeed, a major part of these tests is described in norms and standards usually based on experimental
measurements requirements. Even if some of these standards have been changed lately or are evolving to authorise
the use of simulation as virtual proof [EN15595] [EN50388], this way of working is not generalized to the complete
traction system today. To go forward this goal, the simulation quality must be estimated and justified with a
common process.
Regarding this, some difficulties and bottlenecks to be considered and worked on will be detailed in the chapter 6.
3. Railway rolling stock description and scope of work
A railway system is composed by two parts:
- A static part: an electrical network composed by power substations and providing energy to the train by
a power wire (catenary or 3rd rail)
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Fig. 1 Description of the static part of an electric railway system.
-

A mobile part: Also called rolling stock. In the train, the traction system is connected to the catenary and
transforms the network power into energy to the motor.

Fig. 2 Description of the rolling stock part of an electric railway system.
The key element allowing this energy transformation is the traction converter which topology depends on the
nature of the electrical network [JMA08]. The four pillars of the traction converter design are illustrated on the
Fig. 3 and the associated modelling techniques will be described in the chapter 4 and 5.

Fig. 3 Illustration of the 4 pillars of the traction converter design.
4. Multiphysics 3D modelling for Traction system design
A complete state of the art analysis of simulation and limitation analysis has been done in [D51]. Based on this
work, the following physics have been identified as mandatory for anticipating the design of power converters and
their integration into traction system.
This chapter will illustrate how simulation can be used to choose components for railway application and validate
numerically their integration into the traction converter.
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4.1. Power electronic modelling
The power electronic components chosen for railway application are usually high voltage (between 1700V to
6500V) and high current (up to 1200A).

Fig. 4 Power components used for railway applications.
As described in [IEC60747-15], the connections between each component induce overvoltage and overcurrent due
to parasitic impedance and lead to, in some condition, the component destruction.
This phenomenon is usually characterized by experimental tests during the validation campaign but can be
anticipated by simulation thanks to 3D electrical modelling of the connections and the power component.
An example of connection 3D model is shown in the Fig. 5 representing an accurate model of power components
position and shape of the connection used (e.g. a busbar technology).

Fig. 5 Example of connection 3D model.
Thanks to 3D modelling techniques i.e. finite element methods the 3D model can be meshed, and the current
repartition represented as a 3D cartography (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 3D modelling of the current repartition on the connection.
The parasitic impedance of the connection is considered for the current repartition at the power component level
and the test used for validation can be simulated in the same condition. The Fig. 7 shows the comparison with
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experimental data in transient simulation for a standard test e.g. the double pulse test procedure defined in the
literature for the power component integration validation [AN990].
The results show an error inferior to 3% c.f. Table 1.

Fig. 7 Current repartition simulated (left) and measured (right) at component level during double pulse test.

Current 1

Current 2

Current 3

Experimental test

700

620

592

Simulation

686

618

608

Delta %

2

0,3

2,7

Table 1. Experimental vs simulated comparison for static current sharing before component turn off.
4.2. Thermal design modelling
The circulation of high current amplitude through connections and due to the use of power components, important
losses are generated leading to significant temperatures increase by Joules effect. The integration of power
components into the traction converters implies the design of an efficient cooling system in order to maintain the
maximal operating temperature below suppliers’ criteria, return of experience or several standards i.e. [IEC 600772] for tinned bars.
By using 3D thermal modelling solution, the thermal behavior of the power component, connections and the design
of the cooling system can be addressed by simulation [D51]. Several cooling technologies can be used in railway
application depending on the power to be addressed and the volume allocated i.e. heatsinks, water plates, ...
The following figure represent a compact traction converter based on a water-cooling technology.

Fig. 8 3D model of an Alstom compact traction converter based on a water-cooling system.
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The corresponding 3D thermal result is shown on the Fig. 9 with a temperature cartography for the connection.

Fig. 9 3D model of an Alstom compact traction converter based on a water-cooling system.
A comparison with experimental data has been done and is represented on the next figure showing a maximal error
of 6°C and mean error around 2°C for the connection temperature estimation. In this context thermal simulation
is an efficient way to optimize connections and cooling system design and allowing a significant reduction of
experimental tests during thermal validation of power component integration.

Fig. 10 Comparison of measurements (in blue) and simulation (in orange) for several temperature points on a
connection.

4.3. Mechanical integration modelling
In the railway environment, trains are exposed to important shocks and vibrations depending on the route profile
and the tracks quality. The traction system, integrated in cubicles and fixed to the train mechanically, need to
respect the standard for shock and vibration (S&V) tests of rolling stock equipment [IEC61373].
Depending on the type of train i.e. tramways, metro, sub-urban, regional or High-speed trains, these cubicles can
be fixed inside the locomotive, on the roof or below the train. An example of roof mounted traction cubicle is
given on Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11 Example of roof mounted traction cubicle (left: on train roof, right: 3D numerical model).
As described in [D51], 3D Mechanical Finite Element Modelling is an efficient way of simulating the S&V and
can predict several experimental tests such as:
- Experimental modal analysis
- Shocks analysis
- Fatigue analysis
A comparison between experimental modal analysis and simulation for a traction cubicle is represented on the
graph and table below. The Fig. 12 is showing simulated and measured acceleration in function of the frequency.

Modal frequency [Hz]
Experimental test

20,66

Simulation

20,8

Delta %

0,7

Table 2. Experimental vs simulated comparison
for the first mode.

Fig. 12 Experimental vs simulated acceleration comparison for a cubicle modal analysis.
The first mode of the cubicle is given with an accuracy superior than 99% by the simulation (see Table 2).
Moreover, the experimental test benches to perform those tests for more than 1-ton cubicles are expensive and
time consuming. Simulation appears as an interesting solution to reduce the time and costs needed to validate the
traction converter cubicle mechanical integration.
5. System simulation and real-time simulator for Traction system validation
As represented on the Fig. 3, the traction system is a complex system mixing power electronics and control
electronics including software. An important aspect of a train validation is the number of tests to be done on vehicle
to tune, validate and certify a train.
The target of this chapter is to propose modelling tools capable of simulating the train traction converter and its
environment with the right level of representativeness that could be considered in two different steps:
1) Deployment of virtual testing in order to anticipate the software function tuning done on train and
targeting the “right first time” testing. This approach will limit to the strict minimum the number of tests
to be done on train.
2) Deployment of virtual validation to reduce validation costs with virtual environment. In this step, the
quality of simulation must be demonstrated and justified (c.f. chapter 6).
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To perform these simulations, two different methodologies (see Fig. 13) are found in the literature and used at
Alstom:
- The Software In the Loop (SIL) methodology where the real software is connected to a PC simulation
environment and to a Traction/Train system model.
- The Hardware In the Loop (HIL) methodology where the real control electronic with the associated
compiled software is connected to a real-time simulation environment and to a Traction/Train system
model.
Allowing respectively to tune efficiently and validate the control software and validate the compiled software and
the traction performance on the real on board electronic [D51].

Fig. 13 Difference between HIL and SIL configuration.
5.1. Control electronic and Traction performance verification and validation
The Fig. 14 shows a comparison of traction performance simulated on HIL environment with tests done on
powerlab with real traction system. The cumulated error is lower than 1%.

Fig. 14 Comparison between HIL real time simulator and power lab experimental results (left: Torque
f(speed) validation and right: Converter current f(speed) validation).

6. Difficulties and bottlenecks
As explained in the introduction, the justification of the simulation quality is a key aspect for the deployment of
virtual validation process. Isolated correlations with experimental data are a good and efficient start but need to be
generalized with an adapted process.
I.e. for new technologies a common process used today is the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) developed by
the NASA to evaluate the maturity of a new product based on a standard questionnaire [TRL]. The following
figure is presenting each level from 1 to 9 within 3 main groups:
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1.

From TRL1 to TRL 3: Scientific research
identified, publications are available, and the
principles are characterized.

2.

From TRL 4 to TRL 6: Technological
development is in progress. Prototypes are
available for actual industrial applications.

3.

From TRL 7 to TRL 9: Product development
is in progress. Final prototypes or product are
available for actual industrial applications.

Fig. 15 NASA TRL definition
Widely used for new technologies and components evaluation in research laboratories and industrial development
department, the TRL has become a standard today. Nevertheless, the TRL is based on prototype demonstration
and on service proven approach being not directly applicable to simulation methodologies.
In this context, the NASA has developed an evaluation system to justify the credibility of simulation. The
Credibility Assessment Scale (CAS) is defined on the Fig. 16 by 8 categories dedicated to simulation process
[NASA-STD-7009A].
A rating between 0 to 4 is given for each
category:
1) Verification of the numerical
stability
2) Validation with “real-world” data
3) Input pedigree traceability and
relevance
4) Results uncertainty evaluation
5) Results robustness and sensitivity
analysis
6) Use history to validate simulation
7) M&S Management describing the
process
8) People qualifications
Fig. 16 Definition of each categories of the NASA CAS evaluation system
And finally, a dedicated post-treatment and overall rating process is given as shown on Fig. 17 highlighting the
strengths and weaknesses of the evaluated simulation process. Some examples of application can be found in the
literature [LM13] [MB09].

Fig. 17 Example of CAS evaluation results.
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Even though this evaluation process is efficient; its current application is not as systematical as the TRL in research
laboratories and industries. As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, a general application of simulation must
be integrated in norms and standards to be accepted by safety authorities and used generically.
Some standards have evolved this way lately introducing simulation proof for [EN15595] [EN50388]. In S2R
program the WP6 of PINTA is also working on the identification of new methodologies and new technologies
requiring a standard modification and evolution.
The last bottleneck is this section is the link between design, validation, certification and homologation. The first
two are the responsibility of railway manufacturers in agreement with their customers and are addressed in the
WP5. However, certification and homologation require a more global approach including the authorities and
European Rail safety Agencies and Notifying Bodies (ERA, NoBos). The CCA Virtual Homologation in S2R is
in charge of preparing this aspect [CCAVH].
7. Conclusion
This paper has detailed the new capabilities of Traction system virtual design and validation thanks to software
and hardware latest improvement. 4 main physics have been addressed: Power Electronics design, Thermal
modelling, Mechanical integration modelling and Control electronics including software modelling. For these
topics comparison between simulation and measurement have been proposed justifying a good representativeness
of the proposed models. Within the S2R research program, Alstom is targeting a reduction of 20% of its validation
costs at the end of the project by anticipating in the design phases and reaching a “right first time” product
validation.
8. Abrevations
ERA – European Railway Agency
NoBos – Notifying Bodies
CCA – Cross Cutting Activity
WP – Work Package
S&V – Shock and Vibration
TRL – Technology Readiness Level
CAS – Credibility Assessment Scale

CFD – Computational Fluid Dynamics
FEM – Finite Element Modelling
SIL – Software In the Loop
HIL – Hardware In the Loop
R&I – Research and Innovation
HST – High Speed Train
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